What our clients think

Some of our clients

“We find your service prompt, professional and of an
exceptional quality. This is why we trust your service over that
of your competitors.”

Aviva
European Bank for Reconstruction & Development
Health & Safety Executive
P\S\L Group
Shell International Limited
Tata Steel
UK Trade & Investment

“I like the personal service I receive from Linguamax. They have
added value to the work I do and go the extra mile to help me.”

“Linguamax were brilliant, always keeping in touch with the
progress of my translation. I knew exactly how much it would cost
and how long it would take. They even helped me to meet an
impossibly tight deadline!”

Let us contribute to the development and success of
your business in overseas markets.
(Fakenham)
(Holt)

One word is all
you need to bring
the world to
your door

Linguamax

®

We speak your language

The team
“Our friendly team at Linguamax
will work with you to support
your international activities. We
are genuinely passionate about
languages and this is reflected in
our work.”

Grace Azadvar Director
T: 01328 856663
E: grace@linguamax.co.uk

Grace Azadvar Director

Sarah Wright Project Manager
T: 01263 711602
E: sarah@linguamax.co.uk

Jacqui Hewitt Project Manager
T: 01263 711602
E: jacqui@linguamax.co.uk

Linguamax

®

We speak your language

Linguamax Limited
183 Norwich Road
Fakenham
Norfolk NR21 8HZ
01328 856663
Linguamax Limited
High Silver, 35 High Street
Holt
Norfolk NR25 6BN
01263 711602

Jacqui, Grace and Sarah (left to right)

E: info@linguamax.co.uk
www.linguamax.co.uk

www.linguamax.co.uk
Search for “linguamax”on

Stand out from the
competition in a global
economy with Linguamax’s
language services

Our full range of services
Afrikaans
Albanian
Arabic
Armenian

Translating your global messages
into a local language will give you
an immediate edge over your
international competitors.

Azeri

At Linguamax we maximise the
impact of your marketing materials
internationally across all business
sectors including the medical,
pharmaceutical, legal, financial and
steel industries by producing the finest
translations possible.

Catalan

Bengali
Bhutanese
Bosnian
Bulgarian
Byelorussian
Chinese
Croatian
Danish
Dutch
Dzongkha
Estonian
Farsi
Filipino

•
•

•

•
•

Finnish
Flemish
French

Our fast and reliable service will help
you meet your deadlines

Georgian

We guarantee a personal service
and we do things to suit the way
you operate

Gujarati

The expertise we deliver is provided
by professional, mother-tongue
linguists which guarantees the
accuracy of your translation

Icelandic

We offer reliability, complete
confidentiality and peace-of-mind
We open doors to a world of
opportunities

Our fully qualified translators boast many
years’ experience and we choose specialists
who are not only familiar with the language
you require but also the discipline in
which you work. They are able to capture
the trickiest of technical details or subtle
marketing word play in the language of your
choice, ensuring your promotional materials
are translated accurately and sound totally
natural to a native audience.

Czech

Fijian

Why choose Linguamax?

Translation

German
Greek
Hebrew
Hindi
Hungarian
Indonesian
Italian
Japanese
Kazakh
Korean
Kosovan
Kurdish
Kyrgyz
Latvian
Lithuanian

www.linguamax.co.uk

Malay
Maltese
Moldavian
Mongolian
Nepali
Norwegian
Polish
Portuguese
Punjabi
Romanian
Russian
Serbian
Singhalese
Slovak

Interpreting services

Slovene

Linguamax provides quality interpreting
services for a range of situations including
business meetings, conferences, court
proceedings, telephone conversations and
trade fairs. Interpreting requires the very
highest skills, coupled with sensitivity and
a sense of diplomacy. Linguamax
interpreters translate not just the spoken
word but also the differences in cultures,
expressions and business etiquette that
inevitably come with working internationally
and within specific disciplines.

Spanish

Typesetting and design
Translated copy rarely matches the length of
the original. If your translation is intended
for presentation materials, a linguistically
competent typesetter and / or designer
will guarantee appropriate paragraph and
page breaks, can edit copy to fit the space
available and can help to maintain the visual
impact of the original design.

Somali
Swedish
Tagalog
Tamil
Tetum
Thai
Turkish
Yoruba
Ukrainian
Urdu
Uzbek
Vietnamese
Welsh

Zulu

With our design and production services,
we can handle the whole process for you,
avoiding difficult co-ordination issues and
facilitating proofing and editing, to ensure
that you get the best possible result.

Voiceovers
Whatever your specific requirement,
the quality of the spoken language is
paramount. We ensure that the voice-over
artists we supply will speak clearly, with
the appropriate accent, and in the
appropriate dialect.

Subtitling
For successful subtitling, literal translations
need to be adapted to ensure that the final
result meets length and reading speed
requirements and retain the relevance and
meaning of the original. A strong command
of grammar and punctuation are also
essential to maintain meaning between
frames. In addition to high level
communication skills our subtitlers are
proficient in the software required.

